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D sign Rational 

A study was mad of the cap bilities of the 
human h nd. It is known that mostly the hand is 
us~d or static gripping, and the present jaw-type 
device fulf lls this r sonably well. W d fine a 
"!!!:,nipulation" as an action (movem nt) of the flo
g~rd while holding something. The two most impor
tant manipul tions for a garage mechanic were 
identified all: 

a) the ~ istol grip and trigger pulling, 
b) the transferring of n object from a 

finger-tip pick-up position to a firmly 
nested palmar grasp. 

For both of these at least three fingers are 
n c ssary: t 0 in apposition to hold the object, 
in the manner of parallel jaws; a third for th 
trigger or to retract the object held.(S e Fig. 1) 

Sev r 1 controls ar going to be necessary, 
nd if these are to be operat d successfully with 

tel vision feedback an anthropomorphic form is 
desirable . 

Th design evolved through two mock-up stagea. 
The final form io shown in the figure. It contains 
four el ctric motors. While thumb and forefinger 
bend , their ultimat phalanges maintain a parallel 
stance to one another. The grip centerline is at 
45 degrees to the mounting bas • 

Design Details 

ew Finger Activation Mechanism 

Several altern tive mechanisms are in present 
use as fing r activa ors. A cross d-four-bar 
llokwork design i used for example by Tomovic 
and others . All designs ca~ b distinguished by 
the point at which th m chani m introduces the 
n eded m ch nical advantage. In he chain of th 
drive from motor 0 pr ssure surface the later 
that this v loci y reduction can occur the better, 
or then h force-tran mi ting links can be 

lighter. 
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Figure 1 
Photograph of ! Three Fingered ~ 

This design incorporates a new form of screw
operated turnbuckle to bend each interphalangeal 
joint. The screws are driven at an intermediate 
speed by electric motors. 

The Thumb Nail 

In test on a preliminary model hand, the pro
vision of a fixed thumb nail, projecting about 15 
mm, with serrated and sharpened edge, allowed one 
to pick up certain objects otherwise very diffi
cult, for instance a flat steel rule and a drafts
man'a triangular rule lying on a table. Because 
th extended nail would sometimes get in the way 
and hinder a simple grip, it was made retractable. 
An additional motor is needed to move it in curved 
guides. This adds to weight of course, and was 
probably a mistake: the fixed nail was better. 

Controls 

A set of button and switch controls w re 
mounted on the hand of an exoskeletal master arm. 
These could be arranged on a joystick equally well. 
The controls w re arranged in ~wo ets: preset and 
run. Preset switches controlled whether thumb and 
forefinger moved together or independently, also 
whether the fingers open or close, also the thumb
nail motor. If the two opposing fingers run to
gether, two buttons control when the motors drive 
the two or the third fing r in the directions pre
chosen. 


